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AREVA EPR Nuclear Reactor
A look at the French Nuclear Programme
France has a lengthy and global experience in nuclear
Just like India’s own nuclear programme, the French civilian nuclear effort was initiated in the early
1950s, and the country's first commercial nuclear plant was delivering electricity to the grid in the
early sixties.
However, the key period was the early 1970s, when the decision was made to focus on one specific
technology: pressurized water reactors. Fifty-four reactors of this kind were built in France in
less than 25 years, from 1970 to 1992.

Why is France's nuclear programme a success?
With 58 nuclear reactors now in operation in France supplying close to 80% of the nation’s
electricity, a number of key success factors of the French nuclear programme can be identified:
•
There is a recognised need by both the government and the public for cost-effective
energy generation with less carbon
•
Reactor designs are standardised
•
The programme is implemented by a small but powerful group of companies and
institutes which encompass the entire nuclear fuel cycle, including research (the French
CEA performs research activities, some similar to India’s BARC and IGCAR), mining, backend (Cogema, now part of the AREVA Group, the equivalent to India’s UCIL and BARC),
reactor design (Framatome, now part of the AREVA Group; these activities are performed
in India by BARC and NPCIL), turbine design and supply (Alsthom, now Alstom) and
reactor operations (EDF in France; NPCIL in India).

A very reliable partner
The French nuclear energy success story is one of government-driven entities with a long-term
vision, relying on experienced state-owned or private equipment suppliers, evolving in a stable
political framework (e.g. global energy policy, recycling policy). This – together with a strong,
independent safety authority, a good safety record (France has never experienced any significant
accidents) and general public acceptance – make France an exceptionally reliable nuclear partner.
The French commitment to nuclear energy as integral part of the energy mix has been strongly
reaffirmed at the highest level. Following the Fukushima accident, French officials point out the
“assumed choice of nuclear” (French Energy and Industry Minister, speaking before the French
Parliament on June 1st, 2011), and Nicolas Sarkozy reaffirmed the long-term commitment of
France for its nuclear program by announcing a 1 billion euro investment within the framework of
the program "Investment for the Future".

The French nuclear success story is one of government-driven entities
with a long-term vision, relying on experienced state-owned or
private equipment suppliers, evolving in a stable political framework.
France is an exceptionally reliable nuclear partner.

A broad offer of services
These many years of significant experience also allow the French industry to propose a complete
set of services (reactors, fuel, training, R&D, and more) drawing on a very efficient supply chain
based both in France and abroad.

Focused on partnerships
Similarly, France has an impressive record of long-term commitments with its international
partners. As just one example, since the mid-1970s the French nuclear programme has enjoyed a
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strong working relationship with Japanese utilities, which continued through and beyond the
March 2011 Fukushima accident (see next page). Cooperation with India was a reality even
earlier than that, with India benefiting from the French experience on fast neutron reactors; in fact,
the design of the FBTR (Fast Breeder Test Reactor) research reactor in Kalpakkam, India was
inspired by the design of the French reactor Rapsodie in Cadarache near Marseilles, France.

The role of AREVA
AREVA plays a key role in the French nuclear industry. As the world's nuclear industry leader,
AREVA has a uniquely integrated and end-to-end offer for utilities, which covers the fuel cycle,
nuclear reactor design and construction, and a full range of related services.
Experience with construction
Specifically on the important topic of nuclear power plant construction, AREVA has 50 years of
experience in project execution. In fact, with 102 reactors to its name and counting, AREVA has
never stopped designing and supplying reactors, whether in partnership with EDF or as lead
contractor. Indeed, AREVA-designed reactors account for 91 of the 439 nuclear reactors currently
in operation in the world, and their installed capacity represents 26.3% of the total GWe of energy
made by the world's installed base of nuclear reactors (98 GWe of the 373 GWe).

With 102 nuclear reactors to its name and counting, AREVA has never
stopped designing and supplying reactors. Indeed, AREVA-designed
reactors account for 91 of the 439 nuclear reactors currently in operation
in the world and represent 26.3% of the global total GWe of nuclear energy.

Furthermore, in some 2,500 reactor-years of operation, none of the AREVA-designed or -built units
has had a nuclear accident, including the 7 units already shut down at the end of their lifetime.
AREVA-designed plants in operation are located in Belgium, Brazil, China, France, Germany, Korea,
the Netherlands, South Africa, Spain, and Switzerland.
Experience with the fuel cycle
In the front end of the fuel cycle (uranium production, conversion, enrichment and fuel
fabrication), AREVA brings to its customers an unrivalled track record in operations and delivery.
More than 30 years of manufacturing experience as owner/operator of large, state-of-the-art
nuclear facilities, including all of their front end activities, testifies to the French company's
unparalleled operational know-how and sustainable approach.
Moreover, AREVA has also built a uniquely diversified portfolio of supply sources, notably in
uranium mining and fuel fabrication. AREVA has mines in Canada, Niger, Namibia and Kazakhstan
and fuel manufacturing in France, Germany and the USA.
Experience with recycling services
AREVA is also the clear global leader in the vital area of recycling and waste management. For
example, the company's facility in La Hague, France has a 50-year-long successful operational
track record. As of Q3 2010, AREVA had managed the recycling of more than 24,000 tons of used
fuel, which represents the power generation of 450 million metric tons of oil.
The AREVA group's unique know-how in recycling also benefits other countries; consider for
example the comprehensive support given to Japan's Rokkasho-Mura plant and, more recently, to
the United Kingdom via an O&M contract for the Sellafield plant.
Similarly, since 2008, the AREVA group has been actively involved in recycling military-grade
plutonium produced during the Cold War to convert it to fuel for civil nuclear applications, as part
of the bilateral agreement signed in 2000 by the United States and Russia. Via a joint venture
created between AREVA and the SHAW group, a MFFF (Mixed-oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility) has
been built in South Carolina, USA to serve the American plutonium-reprocessing programme.
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Experience with emergency management
AREVA — an operator of nuclear facilities, a technology supplier of nuclear power plants and a
major transporter of nuclear material worldwide — has developed a strong emergency
preparedness that is tested, challenged and improved by regular “real life” emergency drills in
house or in relationship with a variety of key national agencies and actors.
AREVA has developed its response capability by:
•
anticipating through training and a safety-focused culture
•
mapping our expertise in all relevant fields to better solve issues in real time
•
developing readiness to mobilise and to move equipment (for communication, research,
handling, etc) and human resources in a timely fashion
•
devising channels to communicate and coordinate with the stakeholders (state, operators,
local authorities, the media, etc…)
•
working on different scenarios and evolutions
Support to TEPCO after the Fukushima accident
Following the March 11, 2011 earthquake and tsunami in northern Japan, AREVA mobilised to
provide support to residents of the impacted areas and offer technical assistance to its customer
TEPCO. Eight AREVA experts joined the teams in Tokyo. These specialists in used fuel
management, radioactive effluent decontamination, contaminated site management and boiling
water reactors, among other things, they determined what help AREVA could provide to TEPCO on
these different topics. Following a request from TEPCO, AREVA implemented in June 2011 a
solution to treat most of the contaminated water from the damaged Fukushima nuclear power
plant. More than 100,000 tons of contaminated water have to be treated rapidly as it is preventing
TEPCO from repairing the power plant’s power supply and cooling systems.
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The EPR reactor in a nutshell
A high power output pressurized water reactor
EPR is the name of AREVA’s Generation III+ high power output Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR).
The EPR reactor was purpose-designed to satisfy the demands of electrical utility companies for a
new generation of nuclear power plants that offers increased levels of safety and competitiveness
today while more efficiently meeting the energy requirements of tomorrow. As a result, the EPR
reactor showed an “excellent level of compliance" during its 2009 review by a group of major
European electricity producers, demonstrating over 99.9% conformity with the criteria detailed in
the European Utilities Requirements (EUR) document.
From paper to concrete
Four EPR reactors are already under construction and the projects are on-going: One in Olkiluoto,
Finland, one in Flamanville, France and two in Taishan, China. Additionally, the United States, the
United Kingdom and India are currently performing licensing or pre-licensing for their own EPR
reactor programmes. Recently, the United Kingdom’s Office of Nuclear Regulation (ONR) has issued
an interim Design Acceptance Confirmation (iDAC) for the EPR reactor following a four year Generic
Design Assessment process. This achievement is a major step forward for the construction of EPR
reactors in the UK selected by EDF Energy.
An impeccable pedigree
The EPR design is the fruit of decades of advanced R&D programmes, in particular those at the CEA
(French Atomic Energy Commission) and the Karlsruhe Research Center in Germany. It is a direct
descendent of the tested and proven N4 and KONVOI reactors from Framatome and Siemens/KWU,
the most modern and most powerful reactors in France and Germany.
Moreover, the EPR was designed using input obtained directly from both French and German safety
authorities and has benefited from these authorities' cooperation and indeed active involvement
from the very earliest phases of its conception. As a result, the EPR reactor is optimised to meet
the higher safety requirements of the new generation of nuclear power plants while offering very
competitively priced electricity generation.

EPR reactors are extremely innovative and yet built on sound
and proven technology. Their optimised design is the result of
early input from and cooperation with safety authorities and customers.

Safety and minimised risks, first and foremost
The EPR reactor's pedigree provides utilities with a solid assurance of minimised licensing risks and
thus a seamless management and smooth execution of the project. It also brings the surrounding
population the knowledge that early and intense scrutiny of the EPR reactor's design has resulted
in unprecedented levels of safety for them and for the environment.
Since the Fukushima accident, safety authorities in many countries, including France, have been
designing safety tests in which existing reactors, as well as new designs, will be tested against a
worst case scenario (combining several unlikely events). It is to be noted that in spite of the
current reflexions of safety authorities, not a single nuclear reactor new build site has been
interrupted outside Japan.

The EPR reactor in a nutshell
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The EPR reactor and India
Having already poured the concrete for this new generation of nuclear reactors in Finland, France
and China, AREVA offers NPCIL the invaluable benefits of lessons learned – including vital
experience with streamlined construction, standardised/fine-tuned engineering, licensing know-how
and global optimised supply chains.

The EPR reactor at Olkiluoto 3 in Finland – November 2011
(copyright: AREVA, BOURDON PAIVI)

Technical information about the EPR Jaitapur reactor
Thermal power

4590 MWth

Gross output

1740 MWe

Net output

1600 MWe

Thermal efficiency

37%

Target availability

above 90%

Number of loops

4

Steam pressure (secondary)

77 bars

Operation cycle length

Up to 24 months

Design service life

60 years

Instrumentation & Control

Fully digital
Backed up by hardwired system
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Managing a loss of power or water
Loss of power or water at an EPR reactor
EPR is the name of AREVA’s Generation III+ high power output Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR).

Experience and feedback built-in
The EPR reactor is an evolutionary design that was developed using extensive feedback from
several thousand reactor-years of operation of pressurised water reactor technology accumulated
from the more than 90 nuclear reactors supplied by AREVA throughout the world. In particular,
engineers used "real-world" experience from the most recently constructed N4 reactors in France
and KONVOI reactors in Germany, the most modern and powerful reactors in operation in the
world today to offer increased levels of safety and high performance.
In addition to its evolutionary design, the EPR reactor has incorporated innovative solutions and
features that are the fruit of decades of advanced R&D programs conducted by the CEA (the French
Atomic Energy Commission) and the Karlsruhe Research Centre in Germany.

“Defence in depth”
A cornerstone of EPR design is its “defence-in-depth” principle. The concept of defence in depth
involves ensuring the safety of the reactor by imagining all possible threats to its integrity and by
providing successive levels of defence to protect it from failure.
As a result, all safety features and activities – whether organisational, behavioural or equipmentrelated – benefit from layers of overlapping provisions, so that if a failure were to occur, it would
be compensated for or corrected without causing harm to individuals or the public at large.

Loss of power
One of the possible threats to a nuclear reactor is loss of power. Nuclear plant design experts and
engineers divide loss of power into two different kinds: loss of offsite power, often referred to by its
acronym LOOP; and station blackout, or SBO.
Loss of offsite power: When a nuclear site no longer has access to externally-produced and
externally-provided AC electricity power; for example if power lines feeding the site are down or
non-functional.
Station blackout: When a nuclear site loses its offsite power (see above) and also its backup
onsite emergency power.
Thanks to the foundational principle of defence in depth, the EPR reactor has been designed to
compensate for loss of offsite power, and to mitigate the effects of a station blackout.

The EPR reactor has been designed to compensate for loss of offsite power,
and to mitigate the effects of a complete station blackout.

Loss of offsite power
The EPR reactor has a redundant and diversified power back-up system in case of off-site power
loss. If for any reason the external power from the electrical grid is absent, there are several levels
of back-up for the power supply.

Loss of power or water
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First, the reactor is automatically brought to what is called ‘houseload condition’ in which it
isolates itself from the grid and doses out its own remaining power to supply vital components and
systems. This “self-sustaining” houseload condition can last for days, even weeks.
If houseload condition power fails, the EPR then automatically switches to its emergency diesel
generators (EDG). Each one of these four generators can provide 100% of the power needed to run
essential safety functions, including Instrumentation & Control (I&C).
These four emergency diesel generators are located in two separate reinforced concrete buildings
designed to resist earthquakes and external explosions. These two buildings are situated on
opposite sides of the reactor building, their geographical separation providing additional protection
against external hazards.

Each of the Jaitapur EPR reactor’s four primary
emergency diesel generators can supply power for 15 days after refilling the fuel.

Station blackout
The defence in depth principle demands considering what would happen if all four of the
emergency diesel generators failed to start or were unable to start, resulting in a complete station
blackout.
The threat of a station blackout is why various technical solutions for designing the EPR reactor
were evaluated by both French and German safety authorities. They felt that that the most reliable
and efficient backup solution would come from having an additional diversified protected back-up
system comprised of two more redundant diesel generators (called station blackout diesel
generators), made of a different technology and acquired from a different supplier than the four
primary EDGs. The EPR reactor has exactly this sort of backup system.
Each of the two station blackout diesel generators is located in one of the reinforced concrete
buildings protected against earthquakes, flooding and explosions and located on each side of the
reactor building; and each is further physically separated from the four primary emergency backup
generators also in the buildings.

Each of the two backup station blackout diesel generators
can supply power for 15 days after refilling the fuel.

Loss of power beyond LOOP and SBO
The defence in depth principle that guided the designers of the EPR reactor made them even
consider the unlikely possibility that the four Emergency Diesel Generators and also the two
redundant Station Black-Out Diesel Generators might all fail. If that were to happen, one high
pressure diesel driven pump would provide an autonomy of 15 days.

Loss of water as a source of cooling
As for other kinds of power plants, nuclear reactors need to have a cooling source to operate
properly. This cooling source could be air, water or a combination of both. For nuclear reactors, the
ability to cool is also used in shutdown situations for removing any residual heat.
An incident resulting in a nuclear plant’s inability to properly access its cooling source when and
where it is needed is another threat that is considered by the EPR reactor’s ‘defence in depth’
principle.

Loss of power or water
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Reactor designers and engineers call the state resulting from a reactor’s impossibility to access its
cooling source a “loss of ultimate heat sink” or LUHS.
Ultimate heat sink: The medium to which residual heat from a nuclear reactor is transferred. For
most reactors, this is a sea, a river or a lake. At Jaitapur, the Arabian Sea is the ultimate heat sink.
Loss of ultimate heat sink: What happens when an external hazard blocks or prevents water
from circulating properly? A LUHS causes temperatures in the reactor’s primary loop to rise,
inevitably increasing to boiling, which would endanger the reactor and related systems.
To be prepared for the risks of a LUHS, the EPR reactor has been designed with a very robust
cooling chain.
First, an Emergency Feed Water System (EFWS) is deployed, removing residual heat to achieve
and maintain the safe shutdown of the plant. The cooling function is ensured by heat exchange
through steam generators.
The EFWS consists of four identical systems, each including a 400 m3 water tank, a water pump,
and control valves. The Emergency Feed Water Pools are designed to be re-supplied from external
sources, including the fire-fighting system and the fire-fighting tank containing 2,600 m3 of water.
In case of a situation where heat transfer via the steam generators is not effective, the safety
injection and residual heat removal (SIS/RHR) systems will come into action, removing residual
heat and containing radioactive substances within the reactor building. The SIS/RHR system is
supplied from the In-containment Refuelling Water Storage Tank (IRWST), a large borated water
tank of 1,800 m3 located in the reactor building and ensuring the cooling of the core through the
primary system.
At Jaitapur site, supplementary water system with 10,000 m3 inventory is available which can
provide cooling for 15 days before the operator needs to supply water from external sources.

The large volumes of water available at any time at the Jaitapur EPR reactor
can ensure cooling functions for 15 days
before the operator needs to get water from external sources

Loss of power and water at Fukushima
The extraordinary 9.0 magnitude earthquake in Fukushima in March 2011 resulted in loss of offsite
power. Despite this, the six nuclear units at the Japan site properly switched over to their
emergency diesel generators. However, the earthquake also produced an exceptionally huge
tsunami whose power and height were well above and beyond the design limits of the plants.
The platforms on which the emergency diesel generators were located flooded, and the generators
were destroyed – except, notably, for one generator associated with units 5 and 6, whose platform
was higher. This one generator was saved from destruction and allowed teams there to safely shut
down the reactors it served.
What would have happened if an EPR reactor faced similar circumstances? After the events in
Japan, AREVA reassessed how the EPR would operate if faced with earthquakes, tsunamis,
explosions or the loss of cooling facilities and power supply. These analyses have re-confirmed the
robustness of the design of the EPR reactor.
For example; if in fact faced with a Fukushima-like event, the EPR reactor would have had properly
functioning emergency power systems and the water needed to ensure cooling.
As a result, an EPR reactor located in Fukushima would not have experienced the so-called “cliffedge effect” (a significant and sudden degradation of plant conditions).

Loss of power or water
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If faced with a Fukushima-like event, an EPR reactor
would have properly functioning emergency systems

The design, and specifically the EPR’s seismic tolerance, would have allowed it to withstand the
earthquake. It would also have withstood the tsunami, and all air-cooled diesel generators would
have been operable. An EPR plant in Fukushima would have been in a safe shutdown state
according normal procedures. The EPR was in fact purpose-designed to offer maximum resistance
to major hazards.

Loss of power or water
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Resistance to External Hazards
The EPR Reactor: Purpose-Designed to Resist Hazards
EPR is the name of AREVA’s Generation III+ high power output Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR).
The EPR nuclear reactor was conceived from the start for safety: its design benefited from the
cooperation and indeed active involvement of French and German nuclear safety authorities from
the very earliest phases. These national safety authorities understandably wanted to rely on
proven technologies and, as such, favoured a next-generation design that took advantage of
knowledge and experience already acquired.

The layout of the EPR reactor offers unique resistance to a variety of external
hazards, however unlikely, including earthquakes, an airplace crash, flooding,
explosions, extreme temperatures or a combination of issues.

Resistance to Earthquakes
To withstand severe earthquakes, an EPR plant is designed to resist a range of vibratory ground
motions and to ensure a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). In order to ensure this sort of high
seismic resistance, all of the nuclear island buildings are constructed on a large, thick concrete slab
standing on a thick reinforced concrete basemat.
The key parameter to evaluate the risk of possible plant damage in the event of an earthquake is
the ground motion or ground acceleration experienced by the plant on a given site. Expressed in
units called ‘g’ (g being the acceleration communicated to an object by gravity), this ground motion
or acceleration depends on a number of factors such as the energy disposition (the Richter Scale
value), but also the distance from the epicentre of the quake and the type of soil upon which the
plant is sited (e.g., hard rock like granite or soft soil like compacted limestone).
The EPR has been designed to meet site-specific regulatory seismic requirements. For example:
•
In Olkiluoto, Finland, the plant has to be able to withstand a peak ground acceleration of
0.10g.
•
On some U.S. sites, as well as the Koeberg site in South Africa, the plant has to withstand
acceleration up to 0.30g.
•
For Flamanville, France; Taishan, China; and the UK, the peak ground acceleration is rated at
0.25g.
The ground acceleration experienced on March 11, 2011 at Fukushima Daiichi is reported to have
been about 0.30g to 0.50g. The seismic margin assessment of the EPR shows that the EPR can
withstand ground level acceleration up to 0.60g with a high level of confidence that no damage
impairing the operability of its safety systems would occur.
Furthermore, all equipment performing safety functions and safety-related functions is designed
and tested to resist vibrations and other consequences of an earthquake.
Resistance to Flooding
Protection against flooding for the EPR reactor is achieved by elevating the platform level, as
defined by the customer and as validated by the local Safety Authority, taking into account local
conditions as well as tide surges or potential tsunamis.

Resistance to External Hazards
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If however the water level ever exceeded the EPR reactor’s platform level, the reactor building, the
safeguard buildings, the fuel building, and the diesel buildings are equipped with waterproof doors
and other features designed to resist not only to severe impact loads but also floods.
Airplane crash protection
The EPR reactor features increased protection against external hazards including the possibility of a
large commercial airplane crashing into the site. Its outer shell provides enough strength to absorb
the impact of such a crash. This airplane crash protection shell protects all sensitive areas,
including the reactor building, the fuel building and two out of four safeguard buildings.
Resistance to Hydrogen explosions
Other features of the EPR reactor also aim to prevent any risk due to hydrogen production. The
containment structure of the EPR is designed to withstand pressures that could result from the
combustion of hydrogen releases. Devices called “catalytic hydrogen recombiners” are also
installed inside the containment to prevent the accumulation of hydrogen gas and the associated
risk of explosion. The large volume of the reactor building (80,000m3) naturally lowers the
potential levels of hydrogen concentration.
Resistance to Other explosions, weather hazards, fire, forced intrusion
The design of the nuclear island also takes into consideration the risk of other external explosions,
strong winds, lightning, and missiles. In order to achieve the efficiency of the protection, diverse,
redundant safety systems have been considered. In addition, inside the plant, full separation of
each safety train into a specific building improves protection against forced intrusion, as well as
against the risks of fire or flood.
Protection of monitoring systems, the control room
The control room is located in an airplane crash-protected building. The monitoring system and the
I&C are designed to resist extreme conditions such as high radiation levels, temperatures or
pressure. The digital I&C are backed up by diversified systems with qualified displays, including
hardwired system to ensure key safety functions.
Protection of used fuel pool
Fresh fuel that has yet to be loaded and used fuel that has been unloaded are stored in a fuel pool
that is housed in a separate and dedicated fuel building. The fuel building is protected by a doublethick concrete shield, similar to the reactor building. The physical separation of the spent fuel pool
from the reactor building improves accessibility in case of an accident within the reactor building
and also provides some risk mitigation.
Buildings designed to confine emissions
The buildings of the EPR reactor’s nuclear island (which include the fuel building, the reactor
building and the four safeguard buildings) are designed to resist damages and ensure the
confinement of radiological emissions in case of accidents, including severe accidents.
The buildings of the nuclear island are protected by two layers: a thick outer shell made of
reinforced concrete and a thick inner shell made of pre-stressed concrete. For the reactor building
itself, the inner shell is covered with a thick metallic liner, the inner wall is 1.3 meters thick, and
the external wall is 1.3 meters thick, extended to 1.8 meters thick on areas that would be exposed
to an airplane crash. The annulus, which is the space between the walls, is 1.8 meters wide.

Resistance to External Hazards
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The EPR reactor and the Environment
State-of-the-art features to manage the environmental impact
EPR is the name of AREVA’s Generation III+ high power output Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR).

A reduced environmental footprint
As for any country in the world today, India is concerned with keeping the environmental footprint
of its energy production to a minimum. The EPR reactor can help in a variety of ways.
Maximum output, minimum land
India intends to have several foreign-designed nuclear parks that will generate a total of 40 GWe of
energy. The site set aside for French-designed nuclear reactors is in Jaitapur, and its strategic
target is 10 GWe. The EPR reactor will allow India to reach this objective in a shorter timeframe
with just 6 units that will fit in a limited tract of land.
Because it has a very high capacity, the same output of electricity can be achieved in a much
smaller amount of land than for other energy-generating options. Only 6 EPR plants are required to
generate this targeted goal of 10 GWe of energy; and what's more, these 6 plants will need less
than 1,000 ha of allocated land (including their safety exclusion zones). This results in a very
competitive ratio of 0.1 ha per installed MWe capacity; as a point of comparison, a coal power
plant’s ratio can go up to 4.7 ha per installed MWe capacity.

Only 6 EPR plants are required to generate the
Jaitapur site's targeted goal of 10 GWe of energy.

State of the art environmental efficiency
Furthermore, the EPR design has also been shaped from its earliest stage to minimise the impact
on the environment over the lifetime of the reactor. Environmental efficiency is achieved by
reducing waste production volumes as well as by improving waste management.
Gaseous waste: For example, to reduce the level of radioactivity, any gaseous radioactive waste
is filtered in an EPR reactor after being retained in the treatment system. In all circumstances,
gaseous releases are controlled and monitored at the discharge stack in order to check that they
have no significant impact on the environment.
Liquid waste: The higher number of control rods of the EPR reactor as well as the larger size of its
core allow a reduction of boron injections, which means a lower volume of liquid radioactive waste.
Fuel use and resulting waste: Due to its higher operating performance, the EPR reactor gives its
operator increased flexibility in the utilisation of nuclear fuel to generate power. Depending on the
fuel management strategy that is adopted, the savings on uranium consumption per unit of energy
produced can be up to 15%. This has a direct impact on the reduction in the quantities of highlevel waste. This significant reduction, that can reach 10%, comes from an improved efficiency in
fuel burn up and heat transfer mainly due to new features such as the EPR reactor's neutron
reflector and its axial economiser.
Reactor cooling water: The design of the EPR reactor's cooling chain takes into account strict
Indian regulations and will keep the cooling seawater temperature increase below the stipulated
limit. Comprehensive sea flow models have been computed by NPCIL to verify proper lukewarm
sea water dilution.

The EPR and the Environment
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Jaitapur will generate its own fresh water
In terms of fresh water needs, the Jaitapur EPR site will generate its own fresh water. Neither the
water table nor other available fresh water resources will be tapped; instead, the facility will rely
on its own desalination water plant that will convert sea water into demineralised water for the
reactor operations, and into fresh potable water for the other needs on site and in the colony.

The Jaitapur EPR site will generate its own fresh water.
Neither the local water table nor other available fresh water resources
will be tapped; instead, the facility will rely on its own desalination
water plant to convert seawater into demineralised water.

Environmental Impact Assessment
The environmental soundness of the Jaitapur EPR reactor project has been reviewed in detail in the
publicly accessible Environmental Impact Assessment, which NPCIL submitted to the scrutiny of the
competent Maharashtra and Central administrations, and to public hearings. As a result of these
reviews, the project received environment clearance on November 2010.

Improved radiation protection for nuclear workers
Enhanced radiation protection was one of the important objectives for the EPR reactor design. The
design teams drew upon their experience and upon feedback from the existing French and German
nuclear power plant fleets. Major progress has been made, including in the choice of materials, the
layout of potentially radioactive systems and components and the optimisation of the radiation
shielding thicknesses in accordance to maintenance operations.
Thanks to these improvements and to shorter outages for refuelling and maintenance, the
radiological protection of operating and maintenance staff at an EPR plant has indeed been
enhanced, reducing the target collective dose to less than 0.5 man-sieverts per reactor and per
year. In case of 18-month-long fuel cycles, the target dose is 0.35 man-sieverts. In both cases,
this is half or less than half the average collective dose observed within the major nuclear power
plant fleets of OECD countries. In fact, the level of exposure to radiation for workers would be
lower than that of populations living in some areas of Kerala, where naturally-occurring soil and
terrestrial material radiation is one of the highest in the world.

The average collective dose observed in OECD countries is
1 man-sievert per reactor per year. The EPR reactor will allow its
workers to cut their dosage to less than half that figure.

Limited impact on surroundings in the unlikely event of an accident
The EPR reactor has modern safety features designed to contain the consequences of an unlikely
accident to the limits of the plant itself, and thus to avoid any negative impact on the neighbouring
environment.
AREVA safety concepts are developed based on deterministic approach. The March 2011 events in
Japan have shown that even very unlikely events do occur and can result in dramatic
consequences. AREVA reactors are all designed to cope with a worst-case scenario.
Probabilistic safety assessments reveal that the EPR reactor has a vanishingly low frequency for
severe accidents: less than one accident every 10,000 years for a fleet of 1000 EPR reactors.
However low the probability of a severe accident, the EPR reactor is nevertheless designed to keep
under control any radiological release or the core melt consequences. The impact would be limited
to the industrial site itself and will have no lasting effect on the surrounding population. Severe
accident mitigation approach focuses on ensuring containment integrity.
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Keeping pressure under control
Primary depressurisation system prevents high-pressure core melt sequences. Dedicated valves
supplement the pressurizer safety valves. Redundancy and diversity will ensure an efficient
pressure control and prevent a high-pressure core melt.
Long term core melt stabilisation
The EPR reactor features a core catcher and other containment improvements to ensure any
molten core (or “corium”) will be collected, contained and cooled, and that containment heat
removal is achieved in the safest manner possible – preventing, for example, a steam explosion
caused by the interaction of molten core and water.
The molten core is passively cooled by water contained in the reactor building in the short term
which provides ample time to bring mobile means to power, if necessary, active cooling devices for
long-term stabilisation.
Double concrete shell to limit external releases
The confinement of the EPR reactor has been designed to reduce radiological consequences to
neighbouring populations and resist damages in case of accidents, including severe accidents.
The nuclear island buildings are protected by two layers: a thick outer shell made of
reinforced concrete and a thick inner shell made of pre-stressed concrete. For the
reactor building itself, the inner shell is covered with a thick metallic liner. In case of
leakage from the inner shell, all leaks are collected in the annulus located between the inner and
outer shell of the containment building, maintained at a negative pressure and filtered before
released to the stack.
Limited impact on nearby populations in the event of an accident
The EPR safety features have been designed to safeguard the surrounding population and thus to
confine the consequences of an unlikely accident inside the fence of the nuclear plant. They meet
the requirements of French and German nuclear safety authorities in this regard.
As a result of this design objective, even in the extremely unlikely event that a hypothetical "worst
case" incident were to occur, the consequences beyond the site fence (typically located
approximately 500 meters from the reactor building's vertical axis) are limited: no permanent
relocation of local populations would be required, no need for emergency evacuation outside the
immediate vicinity of the plant, limited sheltering, and no long-term restrictions on the
consumption of food.
Exclusion zones in India
Current regulatory requirements in India require a 1.5 km exclusion zone around any nuclear
reactor. The EPR reactor's neighbouring populations are considered safe beyond a site fence
located 500 meters away from the reactor. This clearly means that at 1.5 kilometres away, the
Indian population living near an EPR reactor could be absolutely free from any concerns or worries.
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The economics of the EPR reactor
EPR reactors offer an attractively low cost per kilowatt-hour
Focused on unit cost reduction from the start
EPR is the name of AREVA’s Generation III+ high power output Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR).
The EPR reactor benefitted from the involvement of French and German utilities from the earliest
stages of its conception and design – so naturally, special attention was given to ensuring it offered
high operational performance and efficient use of natural resources – as compared to previous
plant models – while at the same time meeting higher safety requirements. As a result, the EPR
reactor showed an “excellent level of compliance" during its 2009 review by a group of major
European electricity producers, demonstrating over 99.9% conformity with the criteria detailed in
the European Utilities Requirements (EUR) document.

The EPR design is beneficial to Operating Expenses (OPEX)
Nuclear power plant operators worldwide are trying hard to increase plant availability and to reduce
maintenance costs. The systems and components of the EPR reactor have been designed from the
start to help its operators achieve these goals, thanks to efficient refuelling outages and simplified
inspection and maintenance.
Significantly higher availability
The EPR has a significantly higher availability than previous generation reactors: its targeted
availability is 92%.
The quadruple redundancy of the EPR reactor's safety systems enables more online maintenance
(i.e., maintenance that can be performed without shutting down the plant). This helps reduce both
required maintenance times during outages and unscheduled shutdowns.
In addition, because workers can access the reactor building during power operation, they can
begin the steps involved in preparing for a scheduled outage earlier and then continue their
demobilisation even after the reactor is restarted. As a result, planned outages for refueling and
maintenance at an EPR reactor plant are expected to be shorter than 16 days; and less than 11
days for refuelling-only outages. As a result, not only does the EPR comply with the European
Utilities Requirements (EURs) with a compliance level over 99.9%, but it is also designed to
perform even better than required for increased power generation (indeed, the EUR requirement
for refuelling-only outages is 14 days).

Planned outages for refuelling and maintenance at an
EPR reactor plant are expected to be shorter than 16 days,
and less than 11 days for refueling-only outages.

India's NPCIL agency has indicated that an 85% load factor is its target. The load factor is a ratio
of average electric load to peak load, and a higher load factor means more output and a lower cost
per unit. The EPR reactor has the capacity to easily reach and in fact surpass an 85% load factor.
Improved fuel management and higher output per kilo of fuel
The main design features of the EPR reactor have been selected to not only achieve high thermal
efficiency but also to optimise uranium consumption and in doing so improve fuel use.
Within the reactor pressure vessel, there is a stainless steel structure called the neutron reflector:
its role is to improve the chain reaction that is so vital to nuclear fission by ensuring that fewer
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neutrons escape the core. Additionally, with a large core as is found in the EPR reactor, the power
density is lower, making the core easier to manage with a reduced need to use “neutron
absorbers” designed to regulate the chain reaction. Both these features result in a higher power
output per kilogramme of uranium.

The EPR reactor has several features that help produce
a higher power output per kilogramme of uranium.

Similarly, as demonstrated by the N4 reactors currently operating in France, a feature known as an
axial economiser that is found inside the EPR reactor's steam generator significantly improves heat
transfer efficiency and increases secondary steam pressure by about 3 bars, as compared to a
conventional steam generator. This allows the plant's turbine to reach a 37% thermal efficiency
which is much higher than the ~33% of the previous generation plants. The combined effect of all
of these features offers up to 15% savings on natural uranium (natU) per produced MWh as
compared to other designs.
Because ensuring their supply of fuel is also an important requirement for India, AREVA is
providing NPCIL with an access to fuel for the lifetime of the reactors, with firm proposals for the
supply of first cores and successive reloads and with a plan to establish fuel assemblies
manufacturing in India.

An EPR reactor offers up to 15% savings on uranium
per MWh produced, as compared to other reactors.

Operation & maintenance costs under control
The operation and maintenance costs per MWh of the EPR reactor are reduced thanks to its high
capacity. The size of the operating staff is essentially independent from the capacity of a reactor:
estimated staff numbers for the EPR reactor are quite similar to those needed for the current
generation. Estimates made put the figure for necessary staff at 400 to 500, comparable to publicly
available staff headcounts for reactors with capacities between 1000 and 1300 MWe.
In short: the combined effect of the EPR reactor's large size and its high availability offer up to
20% savings on operation and maintenance as compared to other next-generation designs.

An EPR reactor's large size and high availability offer
up to 20% savings on operation and maintenance costs.

The EPR design is beneficial to Capital Expenditure (CAPEX)
In addition to its beneficial impact on OPEX, the EPR reactor was also designed to achieve the best
possible use of capital costs though system optimisation and longer operational life.
Designed with cost/benefit optimisation in mind
The EPR reactor was designed with a full range of next generation safety features. However, a
cost/benefit analysis was made during the design process to strike the right balance between ease
of maintenance and investment cost, and only the clearly beneficial systems were part of the final
design.
For example, only two of the four safety subsystems (called "safety trains") are protected by an
anti-airplane crash concrete building; the other two safety trains are sufficiently protected by their
physical distance from each other on either side of the reactor building. Furthermore, because any
one safety train would be enough to ensure the safety of the entire reactor, the placement of the
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safety trains in separate and distinct buildings makes it impossible for all four of them to be
damaged by external force at the same time.
Another example of this cost/benefit optimisation of the EPR reactor's safety features is the fact
that some systems are not quadruply redundant, such as the containment spray for which two
redundant systems were deemed sufficient.

A cost/benefit analysis was made during the EPR reactor's
design process to strike the right balance between ease of
maintenance and investment cost, and only the clearly
beneficial systems were part of the final design.

Extra-long lifetime
To ensure optimum use of a customer's initial investment in the reactor and its land, the EPR
design criteria included high durability. An EPR plant has an expected 60-year operating lifetime.
As one example of how this is achieved, a neutron reflector around the core protects the reactor
pressure vessel against aging. Another key feature is the larger volume of the EPR reactor's
pressurizer, which makes transitions smoother and less prone to strain.
As a result of all of these and many other CAPEX-friendly considerations that went into its design,
the EPR reactor can offer electricity that is not only competitive with other energy sources, but also
safe and stable.

An EPR reactor offers electricity that is not only
competitive with other energy sources, but also safe and stable.

Minimisation of costs for the Jaitapur project
Keeping the cost per kilowatt-hour competitive is a foundational objective of the EPR reactor. But
even beyond this tenet, NPCIL and AREVA have been collaborating to further minimise the capital
costs of the Jaitapur project.
For example, the teams are keeping the proposed reactor as close as possible to the French
reference plant to avoid unnecessary redesign or re-engineering costs and to achieve maximum
leverage of the lessons learnt in other EPR projects. They are also working out the most
economically efficient distribution of scope of work between NPCIL and AREVA.
Similarly, efforts are being made to leverage NPCIL's expertise on procurement for the domestic
programme from Indian industrialists. Much of the work to be done on the secondary parts of the
plant will be managed directly by NPCIL, which will save them money and also create new
expertise in the region which can be later exploited on the production of future plants.
After studying amortisation projections and loan reimbursement modalities in light of the expected
lifespan of the Jaitapur EPR reactor, as well as its low maintenance costs and strong availability,
AREVA is confident that the levelised cost of electricity (i.e. the economic production cost) fits with
the current targets. It is also coherent with the practices of other major nuclear utilities regarding
the economics of nuclear energy generation.

The levelised cost of electricity (i.e. the economic production cost)
of the Jaitapur EPR reactor fits with the current targets.
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Benefits from the Jaitapur project
The Jaitapur EPR site will bring a range of benefits
EPR is the name of AREVA’s Generation III+ high power output Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR).
Thanks to the very large capacity of the EPR reactor – three times the capacity of the largest
nuclear power plant currently in operation in India – the Jaitapur project will allow India's
electricity network to receive a larger quantity of power sooner than it would with other options;
and thanks to Jaitapur's location near the Arabian Sea, water will be constantly available for the
operation of the plant, and thus production will never be limited by its availability (as it might have
been at inland sites). The Jaitapur location will also make for a very efficient use of the existing
Indian electricity and transport infrastructure. It is India’s interest to make the most out of this
excellent site with the quick deployment of a high-capacity plant.

More electricity per unit of land
Environmental issues are more and more frequently a concern for creating any new industrial
activity, for instance due to land and water availability constraints.
These sorts of concerns are equally important for nuclear projects, especially as the total number
of potential nuclear sites is limited, because of the long time required to acquire land, set up new
sites, and obtain the appropriate construction and environmental approvals.
The EPR reactor offers truly advanced technology and presents significant economies of scale.
Indeed, it can generate significant amounts of electricity on a limited number of acres of land:
twice as much power on a given amount of land than other nuclear technologies.

The EPR reactor can generate significant amounts of
electricity on a limited number of acres of land: twice as much
power on a given amount of land than other technologies.

A very efficient use of the transport & logistics infrastructure
The EPR reactor to be built at Jaitapur will allow for a very efficient use of existing infrastructure in
India, and in particular the railroad transport system. The Indian industry association Assocham
has ascertained that nuclear power was one of the best options to enhance our energy security
which would reduce the burden on Railways to ferry millions of tonnes of coal to power plants.
Only 1 kilogramme of natural uranium is needed to produce approximately the same amount of
power as 15,000 kilogrammes of coal (Source WNA). In the context of bottlenecks in Indian
transport infrastructures, implementing an EPR reactor will have a valuable impact as it will not
entail any additional congestion on roads, railways and seaways (hence no associate costs). In
fact, the transport capacity that would have been used for coal transport will instead be freed for
transporting more goods and/or people across the country.

Only 1 kg of nuclear fuel (natural uranium) is needed to produce
approximately the same amount of power as 15,000 kg of coal.
Implementing an EPR nuclear reactor will help mitigate
bottlenecks in the Indian transportation infrastructure.
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A more sustainable, reliable and secure electricity grid
The EPR reactor at Jaitapur will be connected to India's extra high voltage electricity transmission
grid. This means fewer technical losses on the network as a whole and a greater overall efficiency
of the Indian electricity system.
Furthermore, the EPR reactor at Jaitapur will provide year-round reliable electricity that comes with
a high social value in the context of India's persistent electricity shortages. Thanks to its high
reliability, an EPR plant remains operational almost all the time. It will generate electricity
throughout the year, including during periods of high demand when other sources may be lacking.
Fewer rolling blackouts
Thanks to the EPR plant, India will be better able to avoid rolling blackouts (known in the industry
as 'load-shedding' and used to preventively mitigate an insufficient generation capacity) during
periods of peak demand.
The social costs of these rolling blackouts are huge, of course: one need only think of the impact
on hospitals or rural dispensaries; and there are also significant costs for industry as well.

Thanks to the EPR plant, India will be better able to
avoid rolling blackouts during periods of peak demand.

Proximity to the sea provides added reliability
One reason that Jaitapur is perfectly suited for hosting an EPR plant is its location on the coast.
During peak demand times, load-shedding blackouts can occur when a water shortage causes
traditional plants to be unable to function at full capacity.
The Jaitapur EPR plant will have its own desalination plant that will convert sea water into
demineralised water for the reactor operations, as well as into fresh potable water for the other
needs on site and within surrounding dwellings. Freed from dependency on the local water table or
other available fresh water resources, the Jaitapur EPR plant will also be freed from the inevitable
risks of summertime droughts.
The average natural elevation of the Jataipur site is at 25 meters above the Mean Sea Level (MSL).
This natural elevation means the EPR plant can easily be set at a level above the highest
anticipated sea level which might result from any combination of tides, winds, tsunamis, and/or the
effects of climate change. As a result, the Jaitapur site is protected from flooding of any origin.

Lower and more stable costs than fossil fuels
Finally, an EPR power plant also provides a much more cost-efficient source of energy in a context
of fossil fuel depletion, and will diversify the Indian energy portfolio. A diverse portfolio would imply
more flexibility in the use of energy sources, thus mitigating economic risks.

An EPR reactor provides a much more cost-efficient
source of energy in a context of fossil fuel depletion:
Nuclear costs are low and very stable.

In a forward-looking perspective, nuclear costs are low and very stable in great part because the
fuel component in the total kWh cost is low as compared to fossil fuel power plants. The cost of
nuclear fuel will not be affected by the same volatility and ever-rising trends of fossil fuel prices,
indeed on the contrary – according to Indian experts, “Even if nuclear fuel prices rose similarly
(which projections indicate they would not), they would be on the order of half, or lower compared
to gas plants.” (Source: A. Bharadwaj, R. Tongia, V S Arunachalam in Economic and Political
Weekly).
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By choosing to build nuclear plants, India would be hedging itself against the volatility and longterm rising trend of fossil fuels. In fact, for each megawatt of nuclear capacity, in a context of
scarcity of funds, India gains the benefit of producing power at low variable cost for the long run.
In high fossil fuel price scenarios (which are becoming increasingly probable) the economics of
nuclear power are even more appealing as compared to those of fossil-fired power generation.

A positive contribution to quality of life for Indian society
Electricity is a vital part of the lives of people today. It is both a "product" that consumers buy to
be able to use lights, computers, refrigerators and more; and also a vital element in almost all
industrial processes.
Improved infrastructure
There are a variety of concrete benefits that the Indian nation can achieve from launching the
construction of the Jaitapur project as soon as possible. For example, the development of a nuclear
site such as this one inevitably involves the construction of new roads, the deployment of new
power lines, the installation of upgraded telecommunication networks, improvements to the water
supply, and more. All citizens in the Jaitapur region will benefit directly or indirectly from these
sorts of infrastructure modernisations.

All citizens in the Jaitapur region will benefit directly
or indirectly from infrastructure modernisations.

Local workforce and local expertise
For the actual construction of the plants and the manufacturing of its components, AREVA and
NPCIL have agreed on a significant level of localisation which will bring benefits to Indian industry
as well as to the local Jaitapur population.
The involvement of Indian manufacturers in the Jaitapur EPR project will create a local supply chain
as well as many jobs, enhancing local expertise and helping India to meet its ambition of becoming
a manufacturing hub for the global nuclear industry. Maharashtra in particular will benefit, as much
of India’s nuclear supply chain is found in this state.
Furthermore, while the implementation of the EPR reactors at Jaitapur will require an integrated
team of Indian, European and other international professionals, the plants themselves will be built,
owned and operate by Indian professionals. Though it is obviously difficult to predict exact figures
in this regard, previous and ongoing experiences elsewhere in the world suggest a peak
employment of more than 6,000 people on the construction site. Operating both the plants will
require some 800 permanent employees, and more during outage periods. In addition to these
direct jobs creation estimates, the economic activity created will certainly generate twice as many
indirect jobs in the region.

Previous and ongoing experiences elsewhere in the world suggest
a peak employment of more than 6,000 people on the construction site.
Operating both the plants will require some 800 permanent
employees. The sites will also likely create twice as many indirect jobs.
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AREVA's project delivery capabilities
Newbuild challenges
EPR is the name of AREVA’s Generation III+ high power output Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR).
In the past year or so, it has been widely reported in the media that construction on AREVA's EPR
nuclear power plant project in Finland was markedly behind schedule.
However, while it is true that work at the Olkiluoto plant known as OL3 encountered some
regrettable delays, reports of the situation were often taken out of context.
The challenge of being 'first of a kind'
The OL3 project in Finland was the very first EPR reactor to be launched anywhere in the world. Its
production is now on track, and when it is completed, the time from "first concrete" to fuel loading
will be about 95 months.
By comparison with other “first of a kind” projects: the first N4 project in Chooz, France took 150
months to build before it was commissioned in 1999. The first two four-loop PWR plants built in
the US (known as Diablo Canyon 1 and Salem 1) demanded 204 and 105 months to complete,
respectively. Even when taking into account the improvements in building techniques acquired in
the last decade, the project in Tian Wan, China (the first of a kind for the technology known as AES
91) was commissioned in 2006 after 94 months of construction. The schedule for the OL3 reactor is
in fact shorter than or equivalent to most other "first of a kind" nuclear plant projects.

In comparison to other first-of-a-kind nuclear plant constructions,
the Finnish EPR plant will in fact be completed in a favourably timely fashion.

The challenge of building a nuclear reactor in Finland
The OL3 plant's delivery time will be achieved in spite of an especially unfavourable environment.
The OL3 project marked the rebirth of nuclear projects in Europe after more than ten years of
nuclear de-industrialisation and the associated loss of skills. As a result the European supply chain
was not ready for new nuclear projects and AREVA had to extensively train personnel and build
entire segments of the supply chain – often "from scratch."
In particular, it took AREVA much longer than initially predicted to find and train a sufficient
number of welders, and to qualify their concrete suppliers so that they could reach nuclear-grade
standards of quality.
For the same reason, existing regulations and the organisation of the Finnish Safety Authority were
more suitable for operating plants rather than new constructions.
India is well equipped to address the challenge of building a new nuclear plant
Not only does India benefit from a long-established learning curve and a large range of highly
qualified subcontractors in the nuclear industry, but it also finds AREVA with a supply chain that is
today up to speed.
Indeed, NPCIL, AREVA and many industrialists both Indian and French participated in several lively
industry events in Mumbai (from 2007 to 2012) demonstrating readiness to take the new
construction demands in stride.
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Again in contrast to Finland's STUK, AERB, the Indian safety authority, has had continuous
experience in new nuclear plant licensing (eight nuclear plants have been or will be commissioned
in India between 2005 and 2013) and it actively participates in IAEA cooperation on nuclear safety.
India has none of the causal factors of the Finnish delays.

India’s strong experience with nuclear power plant projects will surely greatly
help the management of the EPR project to pass without any major issues.

Since submitting a formal proposal in July 2009, the technical discussions between AREVA and
NPCIL have focused primarily on the interpretation and fine-tuning of the NPCIL technical
specification document known as the 'TA' (Technical Assignment). This 1000-page document
establishes NPCIL's needs and details conditions imposed by Indian regulations. It has been
transmitted by NPCIL to AERB for consideration.
With all the advantages of their lengthy and continuous experience in domestic new builds, the
Indian nuclear stakeholders will be ready from day one of the construction of its two EPR reactors.

Experience gathered by AREVA will serve the Jaitapur project
AREVA now has extensive experience with next-generation reactor projects: Four EPR reactors are
being built in 3 different countries on 2 different continents (OL3 in Olkiluoto, Finland; FA3 in
Flamanville, France and TSN1&2 in Taishan, China). This experience will definitely help AREVA to
improve its project delivery capabilities.
With all of these projects underway, AREVA teams are gathering invaluable project management
and nuclear industry additional expertise, including:
•
construction and project management experience
•
an agility to assemble the best working teams on subsequent projects
•
experience with different regional regulations and engineering practices
•
supply chain maturity in all continents: restarted/qualified/trained in Europe (projects)
and the US, already qualified and trained in Asia
•
the ability to optimise supply chain choices between regional bases and a global pool of
suppliers
NPCIL will also benefit from a formalised "Experience Feedback" process put in place by AREVA.
AREVA has collected more than a thousand concrete points of feedback over the last years, most of
them from OL3, which is the most advanced "Generation III+" project worldwide.
As one result of this feedback, AREVA's EPR projects in China are on track to be delivered in short
construction schedules. The collaboration between the China Guangdong Nuclear Power Group and
AREVA, rooted in several past successful nuclear power plant projects, has been exemplary on
these EPR projects. First safety concrete for the Taishan 1 project was poured in October 2009 and
first fuel load is planned for July 2013.
Such significant improvements in project delivery times can be easily explained: Experience gained
by AREVA on early EPR projects is being leveraged on later ones and having a long term
relationship with the customer is a key helper in the overall schedule of this type of project.
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Leveraging their experience
AREVA data indicate that 50% of directors and managers involved in the Chinese projects at
Taishan have previous experience at the Finnish or French sites; the figure is also 50% for the
engineering workforce and even 90% in the field of procurement.
Furthermore, AREVA has qualified over 600 suppliers for its EPR reactors, put in place a
certification program and is about to launch a supplier training program. Procurement requirements
and specifications are now more clearly defined, resulting in significantly faster deliveries than for
the Finnish site. In India, AREVA ran screening and evaluation campaigns that have allowed them
to confirm the availability of experienced and qualified Indian suppliers for the local production
needs.
AREVA is also improving the manufacturing processes of the EPR reactor's heavy components.
The steam generators for Taishan, for example, are on track to be manufactured in approximately
3 years as compared to 5 years for Olkiluoto; and numerous other process improvements have
been made as well.
AREVA has also leveraged its experience to change some of its construction practices. "First
concrete" was poured in a single step in Taishan, as opposed to the two-step process used in
Finland and France, resulting in a one-month saving on the critical path.

Experience gained by AREVA on early EPR projects
is being leveraged on later ones.

AREVA can deliver
AREVA's plans for the two Jaitapur EPR rely on a balanced approach that leverages the proven
track record of NPCIL in its ability to rein in its PHWR project time schedules, and the experience
gathered from previous EPR projects – which will be incorporated in making the best of the Indian
industry capabilities and the site's specificities.
In conclusion, the delivery of the EPR project at the Jaitapur site can be expected at both a
competitive cost and within the announced time schedule.

Photos of the four current EPR reactor sites can be found on the following page.
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The EPR reactor project Olkiluoto 3 in Finland – April 2011

The EPR reactor project at Flamanville 3 in France – April 2011
(copyright EDF)

The EPR reactor project at Taishan, China – April 2011
(photo credit: TNPJVC)
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Beyond the reactor: AREVA & the fuel cycle
About AREVA's integrated and end-to-end fuel cycle offer
Beyond the qualities of AREVA's EPR Generation III+ high power output Pressurized Water Reactor
(PWR), the company can also provide India with innovation and partnership throughout what is
known as the fuel cycle, the step by step process of mining and processing uranium as fuel for
nuclear power plants.

Front-end fuel cycle solutions
The "front end" of the fuel cycle refers to the many activities involved in mining and processing
uranium before it gets to a nuclear plant. Beyond its work on the Jaitapur reactor itself, AREVA also
brings the Indian nuclear programme unique capabilities as a front-end supplier capable of
providing long-term security of supply. In fact, AREVA's complete proposal to NPCIL includes a
guarantee to supply fuel to the Jaitapur plant over the life of the reactors.
Because securing a supply of uranium is not a given in India due to the country's limited domestic
resources for the material, such commitment ensures that the Jaitapur EPR reactors will operate at
nominal capacity.

AREVA's complete proposal to NPCIL includes a guarantee to
supply the uranium the Jaitapur reactor will require.

The value of a secure uranium supply in a competitive race for resources
As some players, China in particular, have engaged into a global race for uranium resources, it is
truly essential for India to ensure the fuel supply of its programme and boost its self-reliance.
The EPR reactor's fuel efficiency will be a great help to efforts to accelerate an already ambitious
set of goals. However, mastering the nuclear fuel cycle (whether based on uranium or other
nuclear fuels like thorium) is truly the key driver for the sustainability of the 3-stage Indian nuclear
programme.
This is all the more important in light of India's stated desire for energy independence.

Mastering the nuclear fuel cycle is vital for the Indian
nuclear programme, especially in a world now witnessing a race
to access and control the available uranium resources.

A sustainable Indian fleet programme implies a fuel supply strategy that meets the operational
requirements of units from their startup and going forward over the longer term. Securing the
production and operational business performance of nuclear fuel is of utmost importance.
In light of this opportunity, diverse investors are constantly evaluating positions in the uranium
value chain. Some projects (especially in uranium mining) will definitely proceed on the basis of
strong existing commitments, while many others will never be realised due to the economic crisis,
technology delays or under-supported capital ventures. Consequently, a fleet operator must
efficiently manage a series of risks concerning scarcity of production, transport and price
instability. A sustainable nuclear fleet programme must anticipate, identify and elaborate a
strategy to address these issues.

Beyond the reactor: AREVA and the fuel cycle
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The value of having confidence in timely deliveries
AREVA has an unrivalled track record for the operational aspects of the front-end fuel cycle
including delivery. The company brings to its customers its own 30+ years of experience as
owner/operator of large, state-of-the-art nuclear facilities. Yearly, they perform 1,500 shipments of
nuclear fuel cycle products and their historical on-time deliveries to customers remain unmatched
in the industry.
Unique diversification of supply sources, notably in mining and fuel fabrication
AREVA currently produces, sells, and delivers uranium from six mines located in Canada (McClean
& McArthur River), Niger (Somair & Cominak) and Kazakhstan (Muyunkum & Tortkuduk), and
operates four milling facilities, in Canada ( Mclean), Niger (Somair & Cominak) and Kazakhstan
(Katco).
This sort of multiple sourcing from one supplier enables greater control, diversified supply and
simplified customer processes. The company has proven experience operating uranium mines using
different techniques and in very different geographical and geological environments.
Similarly, their fuel manufacturing industrial platform is both diversified and integrated to provide
flexibility and security. Five fuel manufacturing plants are operated in France, Germany and the
USA. All these plants are cross-qualified, permitting the manufacturing of the majority of existing
products from each. In addition, nuclear components as well as Zirconium products are produced in
plants operated by AREVA, ensuring a higher degree of supply security. Zirconium products can
become a field of cooperation with India, which has a long experience in this field and is a major
producer.
Thoughtful investments
A long-term vision and timely, careful investments have ensured the company a sustainable
business performance. AREVA’s commitment to manufacture fuel for light water reactors in India
becomes a significant part of that vision.
The company is investing some 12 billion Euros to further secure, renew and expand existing frontend production capabilities over the next five years in the three segments of the front-end of the
fuel cycle, namely mining, conversion, and enrichment of uranium. For example, significant
developments are scheduled in the mid-term in Niger and in Kazahkstan. For new deposits, AREVA
announced the impending launch of production at three additional major sites: Cigar Lake
(Canada), Imouraren (Niger) and Trekkopje (Namibia). Also, a new 15,000 ton uranium conversion
facility – the only new conversion project underway in the world – will be located in France next to
the new “Georges Besse II” 7.5-million SWU (Separative Work Units) enrichment facilities.
AREVA is unique in its ability to provide fully integrated front-end products and services to bring
longer-term security of supply from a geographically diversified and committed industrial platform,
thus providing a more predictable environment. AREVA’s offering will contribute to a sustainable
fuel supply solution for India’s fleet.

AREVA is committed to bringing India long-term
fuel security and certainty of supply.
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Back-end fuel cycle solutions
Any industrial process creates waste, and nuclear power plants are no exception. However, nuclear
plants also produce leftover material from nuclear combustion. The "back end" of the fuel cycle
refers to the many activities involved in waste management and spent nuclear fuel management.
AREVA’s capabilities in the field are unique, especially as regards recycling of used fuels.
The EPR reactor was developed in the spirit of fuel
optimisation and sustainable development: it consumes less
uranium for a given amount of electricity produced as
compared to the existing generation of power plants. This is
one sign of AREVA's great awareness of the importance of fuel
management.
Indeed, AREVA's experienced staff in general, and its reactor
R&D teams in particular, are acutely aware of new "Gen IV"
developments and issues in the advanced fuel cycle, including
the science and technology of recycling in fast neutron
reactors and R&D issues related to new fuels, including
thorium fuel.
India, just like France, has been planning and progressively
implementing recycling for its used fuel with its own 3-stage
programme. India and France share the same vision and
policy on the recycling of used nuclear fuel, in order to save
natural uranium and better manage nuclear waste. It is also
worth noting that the EPR reactor has been designed to
accept up to 100% of MOX fuel from reprocessing efforts. In
that sense, the EPR reactor certainly enhances India’s
options, and in no way hampers or delays its original
strategy.

Fuel use and fuel waste
in the EPR reactor:
Due to its higher operating
performance, the EPR reactor
gives its operator increased
flexibility in the utilisation of
nuclear fuel to generate power.
Depending on the fuel
management strategy that is
adopted, the savings on
uranium consumption per unit
of energy produced can be up
to 15%. This has a direct
impact on the reduction in the
quantities of high-level waste.
This significant reduction, that
can reach 10%, comes from an
improved efficiency in fuel burn
up and heat transfer mainly
due to new features such as the
EPR reactor's neutron reflector
and the axial economiser of the
steam generators.

A look at waste and spent fuel management in France
France chose to recycle nuclear materials from the very beginning of its nuclear programme,
with systems in place to recover fissile materials as well as to condition ultimate waste in an
optimised way. This process enables plutonium and uranium to be recovered and reused.
This sort of fuel cycle management is considered to have increased the French nuclear power
programme’s sustainability and it also provides a safe and secure management of waste, while
significantly minimising the burden left to future generations.
French nuclear reactors and fuel cycle technologies have been continuously improved through R&D
programmes, and all major advances have been implemented on an industrial scale in a consistent
and evolutionary approach. The reprocessing and recycling facilities presently in operation in
France use mature industrial technologies. They are regulated through very high environmental
and proliferation resistance standards.
Reprocessing and recycled fuel fabrication are implemented in France on a commercial basis both
for domestic and export markets. As of 2010, more than 25,000 tons of irradiated light water
nuclear reactor fuel and 18,000 tons of gas-cooled reactor fuel from France and other countries
had been treated in French facilities.
AREVA has the capacity to reprocess up to 1,700 tons of spent fuel per year at its La Hague,
France facility. Nuclear materials are recycled into Mixed Oxide (MOX) or Enriched Uranium (ERU)
fuels. The company markets 195 tons per year of MOX fuel and 200 tons of ERU fuel for French
and foreign customers. In fact, most of the MOX fuels and ERU fuels used in Europe were
fabricated in AREVA facilities in France and Germany.
As a point of importance: The dose of radiation on the most exposed population near the La Hague
reprocessing facility has been averaging about 0.01 man-sieverts per person per year for the last
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twenty years. As a matter of comparison, the European Union considers as safe a dose of up to 1
man-sievert per person per year, a figure more than 100 times greater than the actual amounts of
radiation registered in La Hague. (Source: IAEA technical document TE1587)

France's fuel cycle management reduces the volume of
waste ultimately left by a factor of 5, and reduces the
radiotoxicity of that waste by a factor of 10.

French Parliamentary acts supporting the back end
An aim of further improving waste management and reducing the radiotoxic inventory was one of
the goals of France's Waste Management Act of 1991. As part of its concrete output, R&D efforts
were organised along three axes:
•
•
•

Separation and transmutation of waste
Disposal in deep geological layers
Long-term (sub)-surface storage

A follow-up status report assessing the most promising R&D routes was submitted to French
authorities in 2005. As a result, the legal framework for waste management in France was updated
with two important laws, both enacted in 2006:
1. The Law on Nuclear Transparency and Security established a new independent safety
authority known as ASN ('Autorité de Sûreté Nucléaire')
2. French Parliament approved a program focused on the sustainable management of
radioactive materials and waste. This act includes provisions for a national plan on
managing radioactive materials and radioactive waste, to be updated on a regular basis so
it continues to consider the R&D goals and milestones for generation IV systems.
This Act on the sustainable management of radioactive materials and waste covers all types of
radioactive waste, and not only long-lived high level waste. It defines three main principles
concerning radioactive waste and substances: reduction of quantity and toxicity; interim storage of
radioactive substances; and deep geological disposal for ultimate waste.

French law considers recycling used fuel and then ensuring
the deep disposal of the ultimate waste as the reference
solution for long lived and high level waste.

The French Parliament will be consulted again by 2015 on possible designs of the disposal site. A
national disposal centre might be in operation by 2025, subject to Parliament authorisation.
Additionally, according to a 2005 law establishing guidelines for France's energy policy and
security, the French government ensured that nuclear power would still provide an important share
of the electricity mix, and established a research policy destined to sustain the development of
innovative energy technologies consistently with the French climate plan aiming at reducing the
emission of greenhouse gases.
Possible fuel cycles of the future
As France moves toward 2040 and an expected Generation IV design for nuclear power plants, fuel
cycle technology is undergoing its own evolutionary design so as to be adaptable to the various
emerging strategies and needs of the market place. In this respect, various possible scenarios are
under study to determine the best economical solution in a safe environment.
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Safety and the EPR Reactor Licensing
EPR is the name of AREVA’s Generation III+ high power output Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR).
The EPR reactor is the most scrutinised new generation design in the world: there are four EPR
units currently under construction and five regulatory reviews underway. AREVA is further along in
regulatory processes worldwide than any other advanced design supplier.
Licensing procedures are different from one safety authority to another: they do not all apply
similar methods or standards. Moreover licensing processes are long and require a collaborative
approach as well as regular and routine interactions between safety authorities and the designer.
AREVA has frequently stated that it feels that questions asked by safety authorities are an integral
part of the overall procedure, and as result, they have always been committed to answering them.
In Finland and in France, the EPR reactor is going through a rigorous licensing process. The
construction license for the EPR unit of Olkiluoto-3 was granted in 2005 by the Finnish government
after the approval of the Finnish Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK). In France, the EPR
unit of Flamanville-3 was granted its construction license in 2007 after getting the approval of the
French Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN). These French and Finnish units are now waiting for their
operating licenses: that process is a part of the execution of both projects. In China, the two EPR
units that are being built in Taishan are subject to a similar licensing process. There are also design
review processes underway in the UK and the US. Recently, the United Kingdom’s Office of Nuclear
Regulation (ONR) has issued an interim Design Acceptance Confirmation (iDAC) for the EPR reactor
following a four year Generic Design Assessment process. This achievement is a major step
forward for the construction of EPR reactors in the UK selected by EDF Energy.
As a part of the normal licensing process, questions have been raised by safety authorities that
mainly concern some technical aspects of the Instrumentation & Control (I&C) system. In order to
meet the requirements of the different safety authorities and their different norms and standards,
AREVA provided insight and clarifications and, when needed, submitted propositions for
modifications. The global EPR design proved compatible with these different approaches. AREVA
has consistently shown its commitment to working in cooperation with national authorities to
achieve the highest levels of safety, and none of the regulatory bodies has ever questioned the
overall level of safety of the EPR reactor.

AREVA has consistently shown its commitment to working in
cooperation with national safety authorities to achieve the highest
levels of safety, and none of the regulatory bodies has ever
questioned the overall level of safety of the EPR reactor.

In India, these same guiding principles apply to AREVA's cooperation with NPCIL regarding the
licensing of the future EPR reactor in Jaitapur by the Indian Atomic Energy Regulatory Board
(AERB). Since submitting a formal proposal in July 2009, the technical discussions between AREVA
and NPCIL have focused primarily on the interpretation and fine-tuning of the NPCIL technical
requirements to meet the NPCIL’s needs and conditions imposed by Indian regulations.
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